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ABSTRACT
In wireless Body Area Sensor Networks, the communication with the In-body Medical sensor node placed
inside the patient must be crypto graphed to protect it. Existing wireless sensor network modes are not suitable for
Wireless Body Area sensor Networks (WBAN) as these are resource constrained devices. Securing the implanted
device in WBAN is essential for preserving not only the privacy of patient data, but also for ensuring safety of
healthcare delivery. This paper presents a secret key generation scheme from the ECG signal parameters and allows
device authentication. The proposed model allows the doctor to generate secret key from the ECG signal parameter
of the patient without using the battery power of IBS node and providing authentication for both nodes without any
initialization or pre-deployment of secret key. Simply we can deploy the sensor in a WBAN and make them to
communicate securely (a plug and play model). In our analysis, result and compared with other key generation
protocols. Showing that proposed method is a viable key generation and key agreement model for WBAN.
Keywords – ECG, In-body medical sensor, Secure Force Algorithm, Daubechies wavelet 4.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Wireless Body Area sensor Network (WBAN) was
first invented by T.G.Zimmers in 1996. At that time, it
was simply an extension of the existing technology
known as wireless personal area networks. In the
History of WBAN (IEEE 802.15.6 & IEEE802.15.4J)
Initially Wireless Next Generation (WNG) was established in January 2006 (Kwak et al.,2010) within Working Group(WG15). Then in the year May 2006, Interesting Group of WBAN, (IGWBAN) was established
(Astrin et al., 2009). Then IGWBAN converted into
study group SGWBAN by IEEE 802.15 and certified
as Task Group TG6. In May 2008, the TG6 submitted
all the analysis into a single document after its call. In
April 2010, IEEE802.15.6 established the first standard
of WBAN, and an optimized low power on body/in
body nodes for various applications in medical and
Non-medical fields. In the later year, at February 2012
HBC
HF
VHF
14 -18 MHZ 25-29 MHZ

MICS
BAND
402-405
MHZ

a full and approved version of IEEE802.15.6 was
published and its aim is: “To develop a communication
standard for low power devices and operation on, in or
around the human body (not limited to humans) to
serve a variety of applications including medical, personal entertainment, consumer electronics and others”.
The IEEE802.15.6 has provided its latest international
standard for providing low power, short range and
reliable wireless communication around human body
with 75.9 Kbps for a narrow band and extended it upto
15.6Mbps for ultra wide band. Table 1. Shows the various WBAN frequencies (Kwak et al., 2010; Tachtatzis
et al., 2010) allocated by IEEE 802.15.6. The WBAN
devices must be properly explored because the expected health care expenditure at 2022 is to reach 20% of
the gross domestic product (GDP). The various WBAN
Frequency Band:

Table 1: WBAN Frequency Range
WIRELESS MEDICAL
TELEMETRY SERVICE(WMTS)
608-614
1395-1400
1427-1432
MHZ
MHZ
MHZ

II. IMPLANTABLE MEDICAL DEVICES
The Implanted Medical devices are a miniature
structures placed inside the patient’s body to perform
some lifesaving functions. The processor, memory and
battery are of small in size and battery can be changed
rarely maximum of 5-10 years. Where these batteries
are not-reachable and fixed inside the patient’s body
have a lot of limitations and make IMDs (Denning et
al.,2010) security design a more challenging one when
compared with other medical devices (as security
consume battery power twice the power of a normal
operation). WBAN is being applied in medical,
nonmedical areas and also in astronaut space suits. Of
all these inventions and standards still WBAN has not

WIFI ZIGBEE
BLUETOOTH
2.4GHZ

UWB
3GHZ
10GHZ

seen its complete form. Recent studies have also
proved the various kinds of attacks on IMDs. The
Implantable Cardiac Defibrillators (ICDs), neuro
stimulators and implantable drug delivery systems use
miniaturized embedded boards for health monitoring
and post-operative purpose to perform automatic
functions. Table .2 shows the history of Implanted
medical devices. Now the latest development
technology era, is an external device called Radiowave
frequency programmer is designed to perform various
tasks such as communication, data extraction and
controls with the internally adopted IMDs.
• Development of IMD
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Table 2. History of IMDs
FIRST PACE
MAKER
1926

FIRST IN-BODY
PACEMAKER
1960

FIRST SPINAL CORD
SIMULATIONS
1967

This exposure of the (Radio-wave) wireless module in
IMDs to the surrounding have created many security
issues and attacks. One such feared of situation arise, to
the top most person of the U.S.Government (U.S.Vice
– President). In Dick Cheney’s case, doctors advised to
put off the wireless module in Cheney’s pacemaker and
he underwent a surgery in the year 2010 to switch off
the wireless module. Of all these issues, we had taken
the secure communication of medical data between the
sensor nodes as a mandatory one. The data that is
communicated must assure confidentiality, integrity,
authentication, data freshness and non-repudiation with
failure of any one the above parameters, the medical
data received can’t be used for diagnosis. To protect
the medical data the existing cryptographic security
methods like Asymmetric, Symmetric and cryptographic signatures (Karthikeyan et al.,2010) are analysed.
Asymmetric key cryptographic uses public key and
private key for encryption and decryption. There is no
need to pre-deploy the key in sender and receiver end
nodes. But the process overhead is high consuming
more resources, making it a unsuitable security model
for WBAN. But where RSA, ELgammal and ECC are
still implemented. In symmetric key crypto systems
like AES, DES, IDEA, RC4, RC5 a common secret key
is shared between the sender and receiver node. Predeployment of secret key is not recommended in
WBAN because of its small memory and repeated key
usage can reveal the key, but used in majority of the
WBAN systems. Many other security systems are
being proposed in combination or separately with the
cryptosystems additional integrity and authentication.
They are Hash function, Digital signature and polynomials.
III. RELATED WORKS
In (Zhang et al.,2006) (Shu-di Bao et al.,2008) the
authors have implemented a Biometric based key
generation scheme, using the inter-pulse interval of the
ECG. They have generated a 128-bit secret key. But
the analysis is made in time domain which increases
the computation time and not suitable for WBAN
scheme. The Fuzzy vault scheme (Venkatasubramanian
et al., 2008) deals with a random set data receiver of
different patient and is an error tolerant scheme. It uses

FIRST COCHLEAR
IN-BODY SURGERY
1978

ICD
1985

BLOOD GLUCOSE
MONITOR (WIRELESS)
2006

a 128-bit Bio-secret key and this system uses
polynomial reconstruction and fuzzy to secure the data.
In physiological signal, based key agreement
(Venkatasubramanian et al., 2010), Fuzzy vault is used
for inter-sensor communication which is a suitable
design for Biomedical based secure data sharing
system. It uses a 128-bit secret key for data encryption
and decryption. But the extra overhead in additional
chaff point’s generation makes it an imperfect solution.
In (Zhaoyang Zhang et al., 2010), improved Juel’s
algorithms (IJS) the author used an advanced fuzzy
vault scheme. This scheme is used in real time systems
to improve the authentication. This scheme proves to
be a more suitable model for WBAN as there is no
chaff point generation implementation. He generated a
128-bit secret key using the Bio-medical signal from
the patient. This scheme has provided a better error
tolerance than to previous scheme and has an optimal
value of the entropy loss. Still the scheme has a higher
order vault size and a disadvantage of no chaff point.
The Authors (Halpetin et al, 2008) had demonstrated about the active and passive attacks, on the
wireless communication channel. In this if the advisory
is equipped with a commercial programmable device,
he can easily launch an passive attack on the ICDs.
Thus, breaching the privacy of the patients’ medical
information’s like medical ID number, medical
parameters and history of the patients, etc. When an
active attack is launched, it’s possible to change the
fibrillation modes or change in the treatment to the
patients. All these are possible as the data through the
wireless communication channel between the programmmer and ICD is in plain text form.
Another similar work is demonstrated by Li et al
(Li et al., 2011) in a commercial glucose monitoring
system and in insulin delivering pump. When an active
attack is made on these devices, it is possible to change
the data obtained from the glucose monitor and when a
compromise is made on the insulin pump, the discharge
of insulin to the patient will be stopped/ injected to a
higher value than prescribed. The active attacks on
ICDs are life threatening to the patients and therefore,
the security of communication underlying in ICD must
be addressed before its wide spread of deployment in
patients is established.
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In the work proposed by Shu di et al., (2008) for
key agreement, the time interval between the RR intervals is taken to generate the secret key and device
authentication, but due to more time consumption in
sensing the ECG signal, the model was not fully
successful.
Then author (Venkatasubramanian et al., 2010),
applied the frequency parameters of the ECG signal are
extracted and a 128-bit secret is generated for data
security and device authentication, but using Fuzzy
vault (Vth order polynomial) made the process complex
and the additional chaff points added the extra
overhead made it a less suitable model for WBAN.
In this paper, we have presented a new scheme,
Biomedical based secret key generation [BSKG]. The
128- bit secret key is generated from the real time ECG
signal parameters of the patient, in this key generation
process various parameters of the ECG signal are
PARAMETERS

128 Bit Key
Generated With
Cryptographic
Code
Process Overhead
Key Complexity
Security Level
Memory Occupied

calculated and 128 bits are formed, these bits are
random and highly unique, that do not occur. Thus, by
sensing the ECG signal for one minute a key is generated that archives the objective of secret key generation and device authentication without any key predeployment. We had used the light weight secure force
(SF) algorithm for generating the 128-bit secret key
from the ECG signal parameters and for device authentication. Where the secret key k1, k2, k3, k4 and k5 are
formed by the programmer end and not by the IBS.
Thus, SF algorithm archives the goal of WBAN and
protects the IBS from attacks and also increases the
battery life. In the below given table. 3 the various
existing key generation and key agreement techniques
are given. It shows from where the input for key generation is taken, the security code used to encrypt the
data and the other major parameters that provide
weightage for the proposed method.

Table 3: Comparison with existing models
WBAN KEY AGREEMENT MODELs
(Venkatasubramanian (Venkatasubramanian (Shu-Di Bao et
et al.,2008)
et al.,2010)
al.,2008)
Blood pressure,
ECG signal
ECG signal
Glucose
frequency
RR-Interval
Fuzzy
Nil
Fuzzy vault
commitment
Less
High
High
Less
High
High
Less
Unbreakable
Unbreakable
Less
High
High

In the above table 3. its easily understood that ECG
signal parameters are used to generate the secret key,
the process over head is less as SF is designed for
WSN and the memory occupied is less as the key generation is not performed by the IBS. Thus, it is clearly
visible that the proposed method is a better key generation (Key128) and device authentication model.
IV. KEY GENERATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
(a) ECG signal features extraction using daubechies4 (DB4) wavelet: The ECG signal is the electrical activity of the heart beat which is a unique pattern
for every individual which can be used to form a Biomedical pattern to identify and authenticate the individual. The ECG signal shown in Figure. 1. has four entities–P wave, QRS complex, T wave and U wave (Balaji
et al., 2015). The P wave is an overlap pattern and very
strong that represent the artial depolarization. Next
QRS complex arises due to the ventricular depolarization, and T wave represents the ventrical depolarization shows the end of cardio cycle. In many systems,
the U wave is neglected as they don’t show any significant value in heart- beat. We identify the distinct feature of the ECG signal with the DB4 wavelet the DB4
wavelet (Mahmoodabadi et al., 2005) and recommend
DB4 is the suitable model to extract the features and
noise elimination (Maheswari et al., 2017) in ECG
signal. Thus, we have implemented DB4 for a feature
extraction using Matlab. In this we have 21 to 25 level
of decomposition. But a 28 level of decomposition of
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Proposed method
ECG signal
parameters
Secure Force
algorithm
Less
High
Unbreakable
Less

ECG signal gives a better output (it’s not performed
due to its complex nature). The DB4 also eliminates
the Baseline drift elimination and removal of 50Hz
supply frequency noise.

Figure 1: ECG signal
(b) Secure Force Algorithm: It is a symmetric
algorithm developed using Feistel Structure. The SF
algorithm (Mansoor et al.,2013) is a lightweight WSN
security model. This algorithm generates a multiple
secret key k1, k2, k3, k4 and k5 with manual input to
sensors. Each key is of 16-bit size extending the key
length to 128-bit. It uses a simple arithmetic, logical
and swapping operations. The multiple Secret Key are
transmitted over a channel to the patient in Body sensor
node (BSN) where SF encryption part is stored inside
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it. This also has simple arithmetic logical operations for
encryption. Then encrypted message is transmitted to
the BNC. The encrypted data is transmitted back to the
source end. Thus, with the MSK, the message is decrypted and original information is extracted. This model
is suitable for our real-time message and device
authentication systems.
(c) ECG signal 128-bit multiple key generations:
As the ECG signal is unique by nature and measured in
real time from the subject, it is used to generate the
secret key. The various features obtained from the ECG
signal to generate the secret key are.
i) Average time interval: The average measure of
time interval between consecutive peaks and
taking the rounded off to nearest integer and is
converted into a 16-bit binary value.
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ii) Square Number: The value is obtained from the
average time.
iii) Beat Rate: The heart rate of the patient is
obtained by measuring the peak R in one minute.
iv) Maximum value of R Peak: On obtaining the
ECG signal the highest R value is detected as it is
a unique pattern.
v) The mean variance and standard deviation and
waveform length are converted into 16bit
separately to form the secret key.
All these are basic parameters of any signal feature
extraction and the length of the waveform is usually a
fixed value. From all these 8-parameters we generate
individually 16 bit values and are concatenated to form
(Key128) as given in eqa 1.

Key128
=
Avg
time││Sq-No││Beat
Rate││
Max
R
peak││Mean││Variance││Stand
deviation││Waveform length.
(1)
This key is given as an input to the SF algorithm secret key generation system to obtain a multiple secure key of
128-bit length.
V. WBAN ARCHITECTURE: In WBAN ArchiOctet address ranges from x00 to xff to a max count
tecture we have actuators and sensor for commurange of (0 – 255). In wireless body Area sensor
nication which range from few to tens in a mobile
networks, various type of Bio-medical sensor like
handset, it reaches to tens to hundred when connected
Blood pressure, Glucometer, Plethsmogram, EEG,
to an internet gateway. In IEEE Wireless Personal Area
ECG, EMG, Pulse Oximetry, CO2 Gas sensor, DNA
Networks, it is given as a typical WBAN network
sensor and Pacemakers are interconnected to a Body
having a scalable architecture and that can support 6 to
Area Network coordinator (BNC). The BNC is a non256 nodes. In IEEE draft standard, mentioned it can
resource constraint device and carry vital information
support 256 nodes with 10 piconets per person in each
to a caretaker, Hospital or to an emergency (Latr`e et
network with a 6m3. The IEEE 802.15.6 has defined a
al., 2011, Hanson et al., 2009) unit through a Home
standard of 64 nodes due to limitations in Transmission
Access point (HPA). A secured communication scheme
strategies (Patel et al., 2010). It states only one hub can
is required in order to safely communicate the Bioexist in a WBAN and nodes ranges upto 0 to
medical signals obtained from the patient through a
nmaxBANsize. Lewis (2010) stated that 2-4 WBAN is
communication channel. The three-tier architecture of
allowed in (per m2), a maximum of 256 nodes can exist
the WBAN is the most common method of data
per network. Zasowski et al., (2003) reported that the
transmission through the channel in a patient to docone-octel WBAN address allocation is used to repretor’s end communication. In the below shown figure 2,
sent WBAN identifier (WBAN ID) in a node, hub or in
the Tier 3 is the connection between the Internet Cloud
a WBAN in its frame exchange communication. The
to the doctor at the remote end.
CONTROLLER

IBS

AP
TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

Figure. 2: Architecture of wireless body area sensor network
The Tire 2 is the link between Access point (AP) and to
the internet cloud. In this communication channel (Tier
2 and Tier 3) the devices used are not resource constrained, so a high complex level of cryptography method
can be deployed. Working with the protection of the
Tier1, communication between the IBS and the Access

point or a controller, a secure communication design is
not yet fully designed and proven to satisfy all the
security needs. Thus, we had taken only Tier 1 communication channel and modelled a Bio-secure cryptographic code to provide Authentication, data confidentially and data integrity. Thus, protecting the patient
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data being eavesdropped or by having middle men
attacks.
(a) Tier 1 comm unication Security algorithm: In
our proposed work, a real-time model is taken as
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shown in figure.3 and is experimentally analyzed to
verify the strength of the Bio-secure cryptography
model.

Figure 3: WBAN programming Model
The two devices that must be authenticated are the IBS
and the controller, and both the devices must be
synchronized in time and it is performed by IEEE 1588
standard [30]. Once synchronization is over, the following three stages of operation provide data security:
(a) Key Generation (Key128), Transmission to IBS node
by controller node.
(b) Encryption by using secret key (Key128) at IBS
node and Transmission to controller node.
(c) Verification of Encrypted data received at controller
end for data Authentication and Confidentiality.

(a) Key Generation, Transmission to IBS node by
controller node: The key generation is quite complex
process and more energy consuming one. Thus, the controller (programmer) which is not a resource constrained device performs this process. The first step in this,
is the secret key generation with the patient ECG signal
(Bio-medical patterns are unique). The ECG sig-nal
from the patient is recorded for one minute and all the
eight parameters are calculated as stated in section –III
to create the secret key with multiple 128 bit (Key128).
The entire transmission model is shown figure 4

Wavelet
Transform (DB4)

Patient

ECG
Feature Extraction
Average
Time
interval

16 bits

16 bits

Max
R peak
value

Square
number

16 bits

Mean
value
ECG

Heart
beat rate

16 bits

16 bits

Stand
deviat

16 bits

Varianc

16 bits

Secure Force
Multiple Secret Key
Generation
(MSK)

ECG
wavefor
m length

16 bits

Multiple Secret Key
Transmission

Wireless
Channel

(MSK)K1, K2, K3, K4, K5 (128
bits)

Figure 4: Multiple Secret Key Generation and Transmission

(b) Encryption using secure key (Key128) at IBS
node and Transmission to controller node: The IBS
node (pacemaker) simultaneously records the ECG
signal of the patient for one minute duration and stores
it, on receiving the secret key (Key128). The IBS having
the lightweight secure force encryption algorithm in it,
encrypts the ECG signal (Data) that is recorded with
the secret key (Key128) received from the controller.
Once the process is over, the encrypted message is
transmitted to the controller node without change in
data size. Here the main advantage over all other

security model is that, the secret key generation is
formed by the external node and only the encryption is
performed in the IBS, so objective of low battery
power consumption is achieved. Our main contribution
in the work is the generation of the secret key (Key128)
from the Fuzzy Bio-Medical (ECG) signal which can’t
be generated by any other systems (unique pattern),
making the security model a more robust configuration.
Thus, any type of key pre-deployment and key
generation at the IBS node is completely eliminated.
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The encryption and decryption module is shown in
figure 5.
(c) Verification of Encrypted data received at
controller end for data Authentication and Confidentiality: The encrypted message is received by the
controller node (Doctor’s end) who performs all
control actions in the IBS (pacemaker). The controller

attempts to decrypt the encrypted message with the
secret key (Key128), upon decryption, it compares the
ECG signal captured from the IBS device and the ECG
signal in it.
[Data]IBS=Decrypt [(Encrypted message) (Key128)](Key128)

(2)

Secure Force
Multiple Secret Key
Generation

In-Bodymedical Sensor

(Pacemaker)

Patient
Channel

K1, K2, K3, K4, K5

Pacemaker
ECG Signal

ECG

ECG

Multiple Secret Key
Received (MSK)

Decryption process
Encrypted
Message

K1, K2, K3, K4, K5

Wireless
Channel

Figure 5: Sender node Encryption process and Receiver Node Decryption process
When both the data are similar the IBS is authenticated
by the controller and vice versa and further communication is executed.
[Data]CONTROLLER = [Data]IBS
(3)
[Data]IBS = IBS Authenticated
At the same time when the encrypted data mismatches
with the decrypted message, device authentication fails.
[Data]CONTROLLER ≠ [Data] IBS
(4)
[Data]IBS = Mismatched Authentication Failed
Then the controller will once again initiate the entire
process for secure communication and for other control
actions. It is assumed that there will be (1sec) time
delay between these two measured ECG signal by the
devices and during transmission encrypted data, no
transmission error has occurred.
V. RESULT
As we lack the ability in obtaining the ECG signal
from the pacemaker or from a lab, we follow the
similar procedure (Venkatasubramanian et al., 2010,
Zhaoyang Zhang et al., 2010, Hu et al., 2013) by using

MIT – BIM physio bank data base. We explicitly
consider only the MIT- BIH Atrial fibrillation (AFOB)
(Goldberger et al., 2000) from 24 subjects (250 Hz,
607 Mbit) of data as these signals are generated from
In-body medical sensor (pacemaker). These signals are
used for our experimental work.
A 128- bit secret key Randomness test with Normal
distribution curve: In the proposed algorithm, we
generate a 128-bit secret key (Key128) from the unique
ECG signal of the patient, so that the secret key
generated from it, cannot be recreated by anyone else.
To check the randomness of the generated key, it is
analyzed with a Normal Distribution curve. A
continuous ECG signal for 1 hour is taken from a
single patient and a histogram plot is generated for its
RR interval. Over this plot, the normal distribution
curve is imposed as shown in figure 6. We can see the
histogram plot completely fits inside the curve and
implies that the secret key generated from the ECG
signal is highly random, that even the same patient
can’t regenerate the key next time.
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Figure 6: Histogram of ECG signals.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we had presented a Bio-signal based
lightweight SF algorithm, which is already a proven
128-bit secret key generating method combined with a
model in wireless Sensor Networks. The secret key is
key is generated by the programmer and shared with
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the IBS module, achieving the design goal of device
authenticated without any form of setup or initialization. Simple calculation is done with ECG signal
parameters in a transparent way and generate a 128-bit
secret random key (Key128). Thus, we proposed and
analyzed a secret key generation model for scavenging
energy device in human body.
In near future, we had planned to embed error
correction coding algorithm in the receiver end. The
encrypted data from the IBS is transmitted in wireless
medium to the receiver, due to external noise source, a
single bit error may occur. In order to detect and
correct these errors at the receiver end, we introduce a
CRC -16 codes in the existing model.
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